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Posterior Stabilized (PS) total Knee arthroplasty (tKa) designs were introduced to
compensate for the resected or deficient posterior cruciate ligament and to avoid paradoxi-
cal roll-forward of the femur [1, 2]. Despite good functional long term results, concern may
rise about post-cam stresses and either post-cam failure or transmission of these stresses to
the modular and bone-implant interfaces. this can induce backside wear of the tibial insert
and loosening of the tibial baseplate [3].

In this paper a numerical study was developed to analyse the post-cam function, in terms
of contact mechanics, in conventional (Fig. 1a) and in semi-constrained (Fig. 1b) PS tKa
designs during several motor tasks for two tKas.

the purpose of this study is not to analyse the behaviour of these specific tKa designs
but rather to determine, in general, how post-cam contact forces change in the different solu-
tions during the same activities. for that purpose, the bone geometries and the soft tissue
insertion point of a leg were used to define the model geometries (Fig 2a).

Soft-tissues, quadriceps and hamstrings were also implemented in the model. two repla-
ced knee models were defined implanting the two different inserts. for each model, four dif-
ferent loaded motor tasks were analysed replicating experimental tests performed on a knee
rig (Fig. 2b): walking (up to 65°), stair descent (up to 93°), stair ascent (up to 93°) and squat-

Figure 1: a) tibial polyethylene insert for the conventional version;
b) tibial polyethylene insert for the semi-constrained version.
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ting (up to 120°). Each task has been performed in 10 s with a constant vertical hip load of
200N and a proper vertical hip translation. 

for all the movements, the engagement starts around 40° of flexion. 
Even if the values are similar among the different insert solutions, different motor tasks

show different values for the maximum post-cam force. 
a slightly higher force (~5%) is observed in the semi-constrained design for all the motor

tasks with respect with the standard design (Fig. 3).
these results are in agreement with data shown in literature [4]. 

Fig 3. Comparison of the post-cam contact force for all the motor tasks. Blue (1) indicates the conventional
design, red (2) indicates the semi-constrained design.

Figure 2: a) bone models and position of the soft tissues insertion points considered in this study. Tibia and
fibula were considered as a single rigid body; the centroid of the insertion area of the ligaments (shown as red
line) was used as the best approximation of the position of the respective insertion point;
b) The knee simulator model used in this study. It consists of: a base frame (A), a hip sled (B), a femur block (C),
a tibia block (D), a tibia rotation table (E), an adduction–abduction sled (F) and an antero-posterior sled (G).

a)        b)
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